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Phoebe Jones is off on the trip of a lifetime, a year out travelling Her friends don t think she
will go through with it, heck, even Phoebe doesn t think she can go through with it, that s

why she arrived stupidly early at St Pancras station to await her train to Paris, so nothing
can make her change her mind.She didn t expect there to be a delay with her train, well all
trains heading from her station actually, a four hour delay This is not good, four hours gives
Phoebe time to think and thinking is bad when you re not sure you can go through with your
plans.That is until she meets Sam Sam is a musician on his way to Scotland His train is
delayed too and after a few joking moments between the pair, they settle in a cafe awaiting
the trains to start running again What they didn t expect was for fate to intervene and for
them to fall for one another in just a few hours.With plans already made, the pair decide that
they both should continue on their journey s but if they believe the spark is real then they
are to meet again in a one year back at the station With twelve months to get through and
plenty of travelling, will the two meet again or was this just a fleeting moment never to
happen again The Day We Meet Again is a beautiful book told in the first person and dual
narrative via alternative chapters, clearly labelled I m a believer in love comes when you
least expect it, or when you are not looking for it and neither Phoebe or Sam were looking
for love that fateful morning They both were setting out on journey s of a life time, Phoebe
travelling and visiting places in her favourite book, Sam to discover about his father who left
when he was just a child.The book was engaging and had me glued to the pages Both of
the main characters were likeable and interesting and their stories heartfelt, although I
enjoyed Phoebe s chapters slightly as I loved reading about the places she visited Neither
had a straightforward twelve months, there were plenty of hiccups within them and I was
keeping everything crossed that they would meet up again as they seemed perfect
together.I was so engrossed in the story that I read it in just one sitting as I didn t want to
put the book down, this certainly doesn t happen often to me The Day We Meet Again is
simply an amazing read and if you are a fan of romance novels then this is one to add to
your list. www.bookread2day.wordpress.comTwitter bookpage5Wow Miranda Dickinson
tenth novel in ten years after her first novel flew out into the world Do you believe in love at
first sight Do you believe in fate Phoebe Jones is getting the train to Paris Musician Sam
Mullins is going to Isle of Mull All trains have been cancelled, but no one seems to know
why By accident or fate Phoebe meets Sam who after talking to each other both decide to
go for a coffee together Oh that s when they fall in love The kiss changes everything.Before
they both go their separate ways to their train, they make plans to meet back at St.Pancress
station in exactly twelve months time, when they have had their adventures and made their
journey But will they finally meet again in a years time if they still feel the same as things
change and people change The Day We Meet Again is a beautiful love story, with Sam and
Phoebe chapters decidacted to each in turn throughout If you re going to read a love story
this has to be one of them.

Phoebe and Sam meet at St Pancras station after their trains have been delayed, they are
both travelling in different directions Phoebe is going to Paris and Sam is going to Scotland
for a year.Their meeting is so real that you can feel and hear the sounds of the station, the
instant attraction as their eyes meet and the desperate need to get to know one another
Although they only spend a couple of hours together they promise to meet up again in the
same spot in a years time They both feel the attraction but want time to see if this can be a
real relationship The book describes their travels in a way that you feel like they are places
you are familiar with.I m not normally into romance novels but this was written so beautifully
that I couldn t help but love this book The characters that we meet along the way are
brilliant and made me want to be a part of this fabulous story.A great read that captured my
heart They say you find love when you least expect it and that is exactly what happens,
does love at first sight exist, who knows But in this book it certainly does Much than you re
average romance A feel good story about love and friendship and how no matter how
precisely you plan you re life there are always surprises along the way Thank you to
Netgalley for my copy on exchange for a review. 3.5 rounded up to 4Sam and Phoebe meet
by chance at St Pancras Station All the trains are delayed so they spend an hour together
They realise that love could be blossoming between them But Phoebe has taken a year out
and her first stop is Paris while Sam is on his way to Scotland, hoping to find his father They
decide that if they feel the same about each other in one years time, they will meet by St
John Betjeman s Statue.The chapters switch between Phoebe and Sam We are told where
they are and what they are doing The story wasn t as predictable as I thought it would be
There are a few unexpected twists to keep your interest We also get told about the
locations they are at But do they get together You will have to read the book to find out.I
would like to thank NetGalley, HQ and the author Miranda Dickinson for my ARC in
exchange for an honest review. [ Epub ] ? The Day We Meet Again ? The Brand New Novel
From The Sunday Times Bestselling Author, Miranda Dickinson We Ll Meet Again At St
Pancras Station, A Year From Today If We Re Meant To Be Together, We Ll Both Be There
If We Re Not, It Was Never Meant To Be Phoebe And Sam Meet By Chance At St Pancras
Station Heading In Opposite Directions, Both Seeking Their Own Adventures, Meeting The
Love Of Their Lives Wasn T Part Of The Plan So They Make A Promise To Meet Again In
The Same Place In Twelve Months Time If They Still Want To Be TogetherBut Is Life Ever
As Simple As That This Is A Story Of What Ifs And Maybes And How One Decision Can
Change Your Life Forever Phoebe and Sam meet when their trains are delayed at St
Pancras and fall in love over a few hours but are both going away for a year so agree to
meet again in 12 months and keep in minimal contact til then It s a bit like the 90s film
Before Sunrise in some respects.It sounds like a delightful love story, and it sort of is, but it
s utter fluff Sam is from the Isle of Mull but I m not convinced the author actually knows
anything about Scotland trains to Scotland don t go from St Pancras, so why is he there in
the first place She refers to it ll be dark soon about Mull in July Scottish islands and long

late nights in summer isn t exactly an unknown phenomenon, and what islander minds
driving at night anyway , and thinks Scottish school holidays are in August when they re in
July Phoebe is a 32 year old woman with enough tenacity to do a PhD, but can barely
contemplate travelling to Paris alone despite no obvious reason for her anxiety ie no mental
health issues, just a bit pathetic and her adventures are both unlikely and unexciting There
is no way that Sam is in the wrong at the end, and the long distance limited contact thing is
ludicrous the idea worked in the Before Sunrise because it was the 90s and the characters
were students, it doesn t work 25 years later when the characters are adults separated only
by the Channel, not the Atlantic.Too many plot holes, not enough charm. I love a good
Miranda Dickinson book and have been a fan for quite some time now This book is simply
no exception I absolutely love the two main characters in this book, I loved their love story
and their separate adventures and all the people that we meet along the way It was like a
massive hug in book form and I simply loved it. A Beautiful will they, won t they book that
messes with your emotions and characters that you won t forget in a hurry. DNFARC kindly
received from Harlequin Australia, in exchange for an honest review I just couldn t get into
this one I have picked it up and put it back down multiple times in an attempt to read it
Whilst the writing is quite good, the story is just not holding my attention. Phoebe and Sam
meet at St Pancras station by chance and it seems to be love at first sight But, their lives
are heading in opposite directions as they are both destined for their own separate
adventures They agree to meet again in the same place in a year s time if they want to be
together But where will their journeys take them and will they still feel the same about each
other I really liked the sound of this story as I ve been really enjoying romcoms and
romances lately It was a really nice idea and I would definitely recommend this book for an
easy read, however it wasn t as good as some of the other romances I ve read recently
which is why I could only give this 3 stars It dragged on a little too long and I didn t feel that
engaged with Phoebe and Sam s individual stories I sometimes found myself skim reading
over parts which was a shame I also found it hard to invest myself in Phoebe and Sam s
connection as their initial meeting was quite brief I wanted and needed a little from the
characters and the plot Thanks to Netgalley and HQ for a free copy of the ebook in
exchange for a review.
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